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INTRODUCTION

Dairy farming is a major component of the global 
agricultural sector (Bojovic and McGregor, 2023), 

fulfilling the gap in the rising need for milk and dairy 
products (Milić et al., 2023). Sustaining adequate milk 

production in dairy cattle is critical to the industry’s future 
sustainability and financial sustainability (Bai et al., 2023). 
However, the multidimensional integrity of parameters 
regulating the milk production across different cattle 
breeds requires a careful assessment (Andrighetto et al., 
2023).
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An extensive amount of research has been dedicated to the 
fluctuations in the milk production in dairy cow (Wang 
et al., 2023), providing major insights into the impact 
of numerous variables. Previous research has examined 
concerns such as dietary management (Valldecabres et al., 
2023; Orzuna-Orzuna et al., 2023) breeding approaches 
(Ziętara and Mirkowska, 2023; Jayawardana et al., 2023) 
and atmospheric conditions (Razzaghi et al., 2023; Toro-
Ospina et al., 2023; Khan et al., 2023) establishing the 
foundation for comprehending the complexities of milk 
yield. Despite these advances, specifically in terms of feed 
supplementation, a full compilation of the existing research 
produces disparity in the findings, exposing a gap in our 
comprehension of how various factors interplay among 
dairy cattle.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is a key player in improving dairy 
cattle health (Garcia-Mazcorro et al., 2020), and meat 
quality (Williams et al., 2021; Dávila-Ramírez et al., 
2020) and milk production (Imrich et al., 2021; Sun et 
al., 2021; Besseboua et al., 2017). Essentially, a live yeast 
strain, improves milk yield and quality while additionally 
improving nutrient digestibility (Phesatcha et al., 2020; 
Schlabitz et al., 2022). The essential mechanism is its 
ability to regulate the rumen environment and promote 
the abundance of ruminal cellulolytic bacteria (Anjum et 
al., 2018). This emphasizes the importance of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae as a dietary supplement that improves cattle 
health and dairy production efficiency.

However, the findings of many of studies on Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae are fluctuating, some reporting massive positive 
effect while others reporting non-significant and even 
negative effect (Arambel and Kent, 1990; Zaworski et al., 
2014). This meta-analysis attempts to address a gap in the 
literature by thoroughly reviewing and integrating data from 
a variety of studies reporting all sorts of positive, negative 
and even non-significant effects. The significance of this 
research arises from its ability to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae impacting 
milk yield in Holstein, Holstein-Friesian, and Holstein-
Friesian x Thai Native cattle. Our meta-analysis intends 
to provide significant insights to dairy production 
by  investigating potential sources of heterogeneity. The 
ultimate goal is to provide evidence-based methods for 
increasing milk yield and ensuring the continued success 
of dairy farming techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

eligiBilitY criteria, search strategY, and data 
extraction
NCBI was used to conduct a literature search. During the 
search, the keywords ‘Saccharomyces cerevisiae’, ‘Holstein’, 
and ‘milk yield’ were employed. In addition, the following 

criteria were utilized to identify literature: (1) full-text 
publications published in English; (2) peer-reviewed 
published journals; (3) indexed conference proceedings; 
(4) direct comparison of control vs Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
diets; (5) Holstein cow study; and (6) milk yield and 
amount of Saccharomyces cerevisiae used in treatments. 
The preliminary searches yielded 100 potential references 
(Figure 2). Following the screening, 56 references were 
removed (Figure 1) since the studies did not meet the 
inclusion criteria. In the end, a total of 44 papers were 
utilized for data extraction and statistical analysis (Figure 3), 
with adherence to the PRISMA-P guidelines throughout 
the entire process (Moher et al., 2019; Page et al., 2021; 
Haddaway et al., 2022).

Figure 1: Literature retrieval and screening under 
PRISMA-P guidelines.

data coding
The study coding included the primary characteristic 
milk yield per day in control groups, milk yield per day in 
treatment group, dairy cow breed, amount of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae used in grams per day, number of control group 
animals, number of treatment group animals and the 
standard deviations. The mean value of main selected 
parameters (milk yield in control, milk yield in treatments 
and amount of Saccharomyces cerevisiae) were recorded and 
tabulated, and the units of measurement were homogenized 
for further data analysis.

testing metadata and determining the optimal 
level
The primary idea of the study revolves around understanding 
the relationship between the daily milk production under 
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influence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae through meta-
analysis. The Response Surface Method was employed by 
using Minitab® v21.4.2 to determine the optimum amount 
of the yeast for maximal milk yield via a Contour Plot and 
Response Optimizer.

Figure 2: All available papers on NCBI.

Figure 3: Finalized papers for data extraction.
 
meta-analYsis oF Both overall and suB-group 
data
A standard meta-analysis was used to compare the effects 
of the control and Saccharomyces cerevisiae diets on milk 

yield. The assessment was carried out using the Hedges’ 
d effect size in OpenMEE software 2.0 (Wallace et al., 
2017), which is capable of evaluating the impact of 
paired treatments and determining the effect size while 
accounting for changes in sample size, measurement 
units, and statistical test findings (Marín-Martínez and 
Sánchez-Meca, 2010). The Saccharomyces cerevisiae group 
was pooled to form the experimental group (E), whereas 
the control group was pooled to form (C). The effect size 
(d) was calculated using the following formula:

Where XC represents the mean value of control and XE 
denotes mean value of the experimental group. The 
measured parameter when in greater state, the effect size 
was positive, and vice versa. The SJ, is as follows, denotes 
small sample size correction factor:

S shows the pooled standard deviation, formulated as:

Where SE denotes the experimental group standard 
deviation and SC dor SD of control group, and NE denotes 
the experimental group’s sample size and NC denotes the 
control group’s sample size. The following is a description 
of Hedges’ d (Vd) variation:

The cumulative effect size (d++) was computed as follows:

Where Wi is the sampling variance’s inverse: Wi=1⁄ Vd . The 
preciseness of the effect size, reported at 95% confidence 
interval (CI), represented by d++ ± (1.96 × SE), where 
SE (standard error) of cumulative effect size ( J.S.M. and 
Marín-Martínez, 2011). If the computed effect size did 
not allign a null effect size, the result was statistically 
significant.

puBlication Bias
In order to uncover publication bias caused by non-
significant papers that were excluded from the study, 
a fail-safe number (Nfs) was generated. A robust meta-
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analysis model was supposed to be Nfs (fail-safe number), 
which is greater than five times the study effect size 
used to compute the initial effect size (N) plus ten. Nfs 
was calculated using the Rosenthal approach (Rosenthal, 
1979). The N Cohen benchmarks and the smallest sample 
size available from the relevant studies were utilized 
as reference points for effect size estimation. All of the 
aforementioned effect size computations were carried 
out with OpenMEE 2.0 (Wallace et al., 2017). In our 
analysis, the observed significance level was determined to 
be extremely tiny, particularly less than 0.0001, suggesting 
a highly significant impact. The Fail-Safe N is calculated 
to be 976, which means that approximately one thousand 
further insignificant trials would be needed in our analysis 
to potentially reduce the observed level of significance and 
get it nearer to the conventional significance criteria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

standard and cumulative meta-analYsis
The standard and Cumulative Meta-analysis, employing 
the continuous random-effects model with DerSimonian-
Laird as the random effects method, included data from 
44 selected research studies that investigated the impact 
of a Saccharomyces cerevisiae  intervention on variables 
such as Control Mean,  Experimental Mean, Effect 
Size (Hedges’ d), and Variance. The cumulative results 
were examined step by step, adding studies sequentially 
and tracking the evolving effect size estimations. An 
effect size of 0.066, with later investigations changing 
the overall value. Notably, as further investigations were 
added, the cumulative impact size estimates developed 
more uniform. The overall effect size (Hedges’ d) was 
found to be 0.240, with a 95% confidence interval of 
(0.142, 0.339), demonstrating a statistically significant 
and moderate effect across the control and experimental 
groups in both standard and cumulative meta-analysis. The 
standard error was 0.050, and the p-value was below 0.001, 
underscoring the significance associated with the reported 
impact. Both of the meta-analysis revealed moderate 
heterogeneity across studies, with a Q-statistic of 96.723, 
a significant p-value (< 0.001), and an I² value of 41.069%. 
The calculated between-study variation (Tau-squared, τ²) 
was 0.038, indicating greater diversity in effect sizes than 
would be predicted by chance.

The forest plot (Figure 4) illustrates the outcomes of the 
standard meta-analysis and the forest plot (Figure 5) 
illustrates the outcomes of the cumulative meta-analysis 
which used Hedges’ d as the effect size measure to evaluate 
the impact of a given treatment on milk yield. Each 
horizontal line reflects an independent investigation, with 
squares representing point estimates and lines showing 
confidence intervals. The study weights, which are 
expressed as percentages, show the relative contribution 

of every research study to the total analysis. The overview 
beneath the plot indicates the cumulative effect, with 
the standardized mean difference, 0.240, with a 95% 
confidence interval of 0.142 to 0.339. This indicates the 
treatment’s significant positive impact on milk yield, as 
evidenced by the diamond dropping towards the right 
of the null line. The weights allocated to each trial in the 
cumulative analysis indicate how much they contribute to 
the total treatment effect, and the forest plot depicts rising 
consensus confirming the treatment’s effect on milk yield.

 
Figure 4: Standard meta analysis forest plot.

Figure 5: Cumulative meta analysis.
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meta-analYsis oF suB-group- Breed
Th sub-group meta-analysis, employing Hedges’ d as the 
effect size measure, attempted to analyze the effects of 
particular treatments on milk yield while taking “breed” as 
a subgroup variable. The Continuous Random-Effects 
Model was adopted for this inquiry, with random effects 
addressed by the DerSimonian-Laird approach.

The subgroup analysis observed various results for various 
breeds as shown in forest plot (Figure 6). For Holstein 
cattle, the calculated effect size was 0.173, with a 95% 
confidence interval ranging 0.095 to 0.250, indicating an 
enormous positive influence on milk yield (p < 0.001). The 
effect size in the Holstein-Friesian subgroup was 0.392, 
but the confidence interval ranged from -0.261 to 1.045, 
showing that the treatment’s influence was less certain 
within this subgroup (p = 0.239). The Holstein-Friesian 
x Thai Native subgroup revealed a significant effect size 
of 4.013, with a confidence interval of 2.364 to 5.662 (p 
< 0.001), indicating a positive effect on milk yield across 
this breed.

Figure 6: The subgroup analysis observed various results 
for breeds.

The aggregate analysis, blending all subgroups, offered 
an estimated effect size of 0.240, with a 95% confidence 
interval spanning 0.142 to 0.339 (p<0.001). These findings 
point to the statistically significant and favorable overall 
effect of the therapy on milk yield throughout all breeds.

control vs treatment means visual depiction
The alluvial diagram (Figure 7) depicts the fluctuating 
engagement of control and treatment milk yields among 
several observations. Each branching point denotes a 
unique set of paired values for control (C. Milk Yield) and 
treatment (T. Milk Yield). The fluctuating flow of data 
points demonstrates the range as well as distribution of 
the milk produced under both scenarios. There are clear 
transitions between control and treatment data, offering 
a visual narrative of the contrasting patterns in milk 
production. The (Figure 7) provides a brief but informative 
overview of the dataset, showing the variability in reactions 
to the experimental settings.

Figure 7: Alluvial diagram for fluctuating engagement of 
control and treatment milk yields among observations.

optimal amount oF SaccharomyceS cereviSiae
The response surface optimization (Figure 8), which was 
performed using Minitab® v21.4.2, revealed that 173.152 
grams of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the ideal amount for 
maximum milk yield. The anticipated treatment milk yield 
for this ideal amount is 49.0262 (Table 1).

 
 

 
Figure 8: The response surface optimization, suggesting 
173.152 grams of Saccharomyces cerevisiae as optimal 
amount for maximum milk yield.

Table 1: RSM analysis using miniab for optimal dosage.
C. milk yield.x Amount 

(g)
T. milk yield 
x Fit

Composite 
desirability

48 173.152 49.0262 1
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This meta-analysis carried out to assess the effect of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae supplementation on milk 
production in dairy cattle,  thorough assessment of 44 
research investigations revealed that Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae incorporates a significant influence on milk 
production. It supports and strengthens up prior research 
demonstrating the positive impacts on dairy  production 
(Imrich et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2021; Besseboua et al., 
2017). Saccharomyces cerevisiae supplementation improves 
milk output (Schlabitz et al., 2022), as indicated by an 
effect size of 0.240. This is backed up by Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae’s ability to enhance nutrient digestion and 
rumen health, resulting in increased milk production 
(Dávila-Ramírez et al., 2020). Subgroup analysis by breed 
offered further understanding on the differential  effects 
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae supplementation. While the 
Holstein and Holstein-Friesian x Thai Native breeds had 
significant favorable effects on milk yield, the effect within 
the Holstein-Friesian subgroup was not as apparent. These 
breed-specific variations emphasize the need of taking 
into consideration genetic and physiological differences to 
assess nutritional interventions in future studies.

The current finding suggests ideal dosage of  (173.152 
grams per day) for maximum milk output and reinforces 
the meta-analysis’s practical relevance. This information 
can help dairy farmers optimize supplementing tactics 
to increase milk production more efficiently. Further 
research should explore additional factors influencing the 
effectiveness of Saccharomyces cerevisiae supplementation, 
such as environmental conditions, breed and management 
practices, to optimize milk production and enhance the 
sustainability of dairy farming systems. It is to be noted 
that the above findings are based on a specified parameters 
and current available studies, and further insights based 
on environmental conditions, lactation stages, age, etc. are 
the limitations and require future research efforts to fully 
open-up the way to comprehensive understanding of all 
associated factors.

CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, this meta-analysis offers a thorough overview 
of the effect of Saccharomyces cerevisiae supplementation 
on milk output in Holstein, Holstein-Friesian, and 
Holstein-Friesian x Thai Native cattle. The study found 
a statistically significant and moderate total impact size, 
underscoring Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s positive influence 
on milk production. The conventional meta-analysis found 
that Saccharomyces cerevisiae had a consistent and positive 
influence. The cumulative meta-analysis, which tracked 
changing effect size estimates, verified the stability and 
significance of the determined treatment effect. The results 

showed a strong and consistent favorable influence on milk 
output across experiments. A subgroup meta-analysis by 
cattle breed found that Holstein cattle had a significant 
favorable impact on milk yield (effect size = 0.173, 95% 
CI [0.095, 0.250], p < 0.001). The Holstein-Friesian 
subgroup had a less certain affect (effect size = 0.392, 95% 
CI [-0.261, 1.045], p = 0.239), whereas the Holstein-
Friesian x Thai Native subgroup had a strong beneficial 
effect (effect size = 4.013, 95% CI [2.364, 5.662], p < 
0.001). The aggregate analysis of all subgroups confirmed 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s overall strong and positive impact 
on milk output. This meta-analysis adds vital insights 
to the dairy farming sector by consolidating previous 
research about Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s positive impact 
on milk production. The findings suggest using 173.1 g of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a supplement in diet to increase 
milk yield in dairy cattle. Saccharomyces cerevisiae comes 
with environmental trade-off like increased methane 
emissions which should not be ignored, future research 
studies are recommended for influence of environment, 
genetics and management practices to fully understand the 
possible impact of these factors and ultimately open doors 
towards sustainable dairy practices.
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